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It’s Show Time, Folks!

I just have to take a moment to brag! The Eastern Region
Andalusian Horse Club was established in 1992, which will
make 2012 our 20th Anniversary. In fact—and I’m sticking
my neck out here—by my calculations, that makes
ERAHC’s Classic show in Lexington, Virginia, the longest
continuously running dedicated regional Andalusian/
Lusitano breed show in the United States. In addition,
ERAHC is the oldest continuously operating regional
Andalusian/Lusitano breed organization in the U.S. And
ERAHC is also one of the few that holds two annual shows,
with the 2011 Region 6 breed show in Massachusetts now
celebrating its 5th year in continuous operation. Not bad for
hard times. We owe this not only to those who are
passionate about the Iberian breeds, but to a truly loyal and
dedicated bunch of members, some of whom have been
with the Club since its beginning.
So, we encourage everyone to plan way ahead for the
2012 shows, because we are going to have some kind of
party! That having been said, I feel safe in also saying that
this year’s shows are going to be better than ever. The
Region 6 show committee is being very hush-hush about its
plans for entertainment and education, but if it’s anything
like last year—which brought a standing-room-only crowd
to the Saturday night events—it will be well worth
attending. I’ve heard rumors of a Baroque Dinner Theater
managed by last year’s organizer, Patricia Norcia—and
something very special and new being planned for debut by
Tina Veder and Bruno Gonzales of Caballos de los Cristiani
that will not be revealed until Saturday night! Both the
dressage show (preceding the breed show) and the Working
Equitation classes will be open to all breeds of horses. Last
year saw a blowout attendance at the dressage show, so we
are making plans to accommodate an even bigger turnout
this year. Working Equitation is still new to many folks, but
if the popularity of WE clinics is anything to go by, it will
also be a big draw. ERAHC has revised-and-improved rules
for its own use now available on our website.
The Classic really will have something for everyone.
Like the Region 6 show, and as in the past, dressage and
Working Equitation will be open to all breeds. The breed
show will again offer an extensive range of classes for
Andalusians, Lusitanos, and Half-Andalusians both in hand
and mounted. A very special returning feature this year will
be a Portuguese judge, who will preside over Lusitano
specialty classes and offer Lusitano revision. Revision for
Lusitanos is a rare event in the U.S., so we wanted to give
support to our growing roster of members who own and
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breed Lusitano horses. Not forgetting our Andalusian folks,
sthough, we will again be hosting an ANCCE-sanctioned
show for Pura Raza Española (P.R.E.) horses. This year the
Club itself has been given complete management of the
ANCCE show, so we can assure participants that everything
will be managed, documented, and submitted in full
compliance with ANCCE requirements. To top it all off, we
are working on arrangements for exhibitions and clinics,
including a garrocha demonstration and a Doma Vaquera
clinic with Spanish garrochista extraordinaire Jesus Morales,
Karen Lewis’s “Cobra Fantasy,” and baroque equestrian
skills (and more) exhibited by Tina Veder and Bruno
Gonzales, as well as Janet Tenney’s traditional display of
historic Portuguese turnout. Although none of these have
been finalized, the list demonstrates what we have in the
planning stages.
So, wherever you are, bring your horses or just bring
yourself to one—or both—of ERAHC’s 2011 show venues.
We think it will be worth your while.
—C. M. Stockton, Editor, Hoof Prints
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ERAHC in the Public Eye—Equine Affaire, Ohio
Once again this year, ERAHC members set up a booth at
one of the biggest horse expos in the U.S.: the Ohio
Equine Affaire.

Rosalie Wenckoski, Pam Nelson, and Janet Tenney are
veterans of this enormous event, now in its 18th year (one
year younger than ERAHC). Winter was still lingering in
early April, and Rosalie said she had to wear an extra
layer under her Spanish costumes.
Long-time ERAHC member
Janet Tenney brought her
two Lusitano stallions Milho
Rei (ridden by Janet, at left
escorting her grand-daughter
Riley), Tambore (ridden by
daughter Tracy Click, here
with Janet’s granddaughter
Bella),
and
Andalusian

(owned by Pam Nelson and
ridden
by
Nichol
Harrington) and Deco X
(owned
by
Manuela
Reynolds) and Azteca mare
Diva (owned by Joan Cute
and ridden by Casey Pierce).
All the diversities of our
Iberian horses were well displayed, with one ridden
western, two dressage, two
Spanish, and two in baroque
Portuguese tack and attire.
The ERAHC booth had a
great corner location—just
opposite a clinic location—and had lots of visitors.
Rosalie brought photos of her with her
Andalusian, Hombre,
and people were impressed when they
realized they were
talking to the rider in
the photos. A popular
question seemed to be
“How do you keep the
tail so white?”
Baroque horses in
general were well represented, including Friesians and
Gypsy Vanners. The new “mini-newsletter” handout was a
popular item and showed people the variety of activities
in which ERAHC members involve their horses.

stallion Desvelo (ridden by
daughter Kristy Streets) and
showed them in exhibition
Saturday, treating visitors to
the kind of thing we get to
see from her every year at
the Classic. Along with them were P.R.E. stallions Fetichin
Leftover Space!
Oh, rats! How’s this for filler: In case you don’t know who
Jesus Morales is, check out this YouTube video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uG41w4Zmpao
Sr. Morales will be offering a clinic in Doma Vaquera and
an exhibition of the art of the garrocha, as well as
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Booth photos courtesy Rosalie Wenckoski
Horse-and-rider photos courtesy Jeff Glasser

handling horses in the ANCCE halter classes, at the
ERAHC Classic shows September 1-4. There may be no
finer garrochista in the world, so don’t miss this
opportunity to see him live and up close. Watch the
ERAHC website for more information to come.
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On Spanish and Portuguese Attire—Number One
By C. M. Stockton

Undoubtedly the cost of turning out you and your
horse is the single greatest deterrent to going native, but
another is surely lack of knowledge about native attire.
You can be significantly docked—or even disqualified—
just for a breach in propriety. This first in a series of
articles is an attempt to address the second deterrent—not
much can be done about the first. Each article will address
one or two articles of attire and will compare the Spanish
and Portuguese equivalents. I have made an effort to
collect the best, unbiased information available, as
opinions as to what is correct seem to vary, but I cannot
guarantee details of propriety. Even in Spain and Portugal,
it seems, these can be gleaned only throughout a lifetime
of experience.
There seems to be a lot of information floating around
about Spanish attire, but very little in English about
Portuguese costume. In fact, I have been able to find only
a single published resource on the topic: a book (now out
of print) that was written as a companion piece to a 1995
exhibit at the Museo Nacional do Traje in Portugal—O

Traje Português de Equitaçao/The Portuguese Riding Costume. Unless mentioned otherwise, all of the information
on
Portuguese
attire
comes from this source.
And before I go any
further, I have to add that I
owe thanks to Sharon
Mohr (Asmohr Stables,
Andes, NY) for her
generous loan of this hardto-find book. There are
only three library copies
in the U.S.—in the Library
of Congress, the Getty
Research Institute (Los
Angeles), and the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth.
And
despite
the
apparent extent of information on Spanish attire
in English, much of it
Portuguese equestrian attire—
seems to have been drawn
Photo courtesy of El Sueño Español
from
Juan
Llamas’s
Tradicion Vaquera, Atuendo y Arreos. Unfortunately, this
book has never been translated into English for
publication, so the information I have obtained from that
source has been painfully translated (since my Spanish is
essentially non-existent) by the miracle of modern
computer programming to
confirm the accuracy of
information obtained from
other sources or to fill in
where details are otherwise
not available. Other information was collected from various online sources, with
preference given to websites
based in Spain when.
Although
there
are
various acceptable regional
styles, this series of articles for
now will cover only the traje
corto—the term is the same in
both Spanish and Portuguese
—which for Spain means the
“country short suit” that is
familiar to most people
involved with Spanish horses.
The focus will be on the
Spanish attire—Photo
vaquera and campera styles, courtesy of El Sueño Español
which are approved for
Doma Vaquera competition, although there are other
styles suitable for riding. The Portuguese bullfighting attire
will not be discussed in this series.
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One of the special treats to me of attending the ERAHC
shows has always been the presence of those who show
and ride in the traditional tack and attire of Spain and
Portugal. Although this represents considerable expense, it
is also a bonus privilege that comes with owning horses of
the Iberian breeds. Few breeds of horses come with such a
persistent tradition; perhaps only the Arabian and Quarter
Horse breeds share this kind of cultural identity. Another
reason to embrace the “traje corto” (literally, short suit) is
that it is required to compete in Doma Vaquera—what I
like to call “cowboy dressage.” (Okay, so they aren’t
cowboys, and it isn’t actually dressage, but most
American horse people at least get the idea without an
elaborate explanation. If they want to know more, then
they ask, and you can elaborate.)
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So, for want of any other criteria, let’s start at the top.
The hat worn with the Spanish traje corto is the sombrero
de ala ancha (also, sombrero ala ancha)—literally, “wide
hat” (or “widebrimmed
hat”).
This style of hat
has
existed
in
Spain since at least
the 17th century,
originally as a day
laborer’s hat that
Sombrero de ala ancha—
could
withstand
Photo courtesy of El Sueño Español
rain. The most
well-known
and
common style is the sombrero cordobés de ala ancha,
which has a wide, flat, stiff brim (cintura), a flat top
(plaza), cylindrical or tapering crown (encuentro) with a
simple hatband (cinta). (The tapered crown is rarely worn
now by equestrians.) It is usually made of felt (pelo)—
preferably rabbit (conejo)—and may have a chinstrap
(barboquejo). The height of the crown may vary, but is
typically around 10 to 10.5 cm if cylindrical or 10.5 to
11.5 if tapered; the width of the brim ranges from 9 cm to
10 cm. Similar and also very popular is the sombrero
sevillano de ala ancha, which usually has a shallower
(always cylindrical) crown—9 to 9.5 cm tall—with a 10 to
11.5 cm brim. Both men and women now wear the
sombrero de ala ancha, although women usually favor the
sevillano proportions. Only black, grey, and brown colors
are permitted for Doma Vaquera, and the color should
compliment the jacket. However, subtle neutral colors are
preferred for any use, and black is generally not favored
among equestrians.
In the 19th century,
from the Portuguese region
of Ribatejo, there came a
similar wide-brimmed hat
—the chapéu Portuguesa
(my term, for want of any
other that I can find)—but
with a softer, turned-up
brim that sometimes has a
2-cm
turned-up
band
around the edge. It originally had a convex crown, but the
crown is now usually cylindrical and indented. The style
with the indented crown and without the brim band is the
most popular style among equestrians attired à
Portuguesa. Women, more than men, sometimes wear the
style with the brim band, in which case the crown has two
large silk pompons. Typically, the brim is about 9 cm
wide (often slightly less for women) and the crown is 10
cm tall; the band around the crown closes in a bow. The
color is most often black but may also be grey or brown.
Although other styles of hats—including à Mazzantini
(essentially a sombrero de ala ancha), a soft country cap
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(boné),
and
a
toque or beret
(carapuço)—sometimes can be seen
sported by riders
in Portugal, only
the “chapéu Portuguesa” is strictly
correct.
For now, I will
stop here, as my
intention is that
these articles be
fairly short, and I
have
had
to
expend some time
on an introduction. The second
Photo courtesy of El Sueño Español
article
in
the
series—which will appear in the next issue of Hoof
Prints—will begin with a discussion of the shirts
appropriate for men and women. This is one article of
clothing for which the Spanish and Portuguese
specifications are very distinct.
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P.R.E. Revision 2011 in Virginia
By C. M. Stockton
Ever wonder what “revision” is all about? Of course, if
you are a breeder with horses in the Spanish studbook,
you probably know all about it. But for the rest of us, it is
a bit of a mystery. Revision is the process whereby a
particular studbook ensures the quality of the breeding
stock that produces the new horses that represent the
future of the breed. It establishes that a particular horse
meets certain basic (“basico”) standards of the breed as set
by the Spanish government.
For the P.R.E. horses of the U.S., the first revision tour
of 2011 made its second-to-last stop in Virginia, at the
farm of ERAHC member Karen Lewis on April 5th. The visit
was initiated more than six months before when Karen
submitted her application and payment to ANCCE—140
Euros for each of her five horses, plus the ANCCE-selected
vet’s fee and hotel stay. (The visit is free if you have 15 or
more horses.) Two others traveled from North Carolina
with one horse each, so it was a fairly small group, but an
important one for those involved. In fact, the last time
Karen had revision at her farm was more than ten years
previous, although she had long wanted to make it an
annual event. For many years, though, ANCCE was very
limited in its choice of U.S. revision sites. This year she
persisted and now hopes this will be a regular annual stop
on the ANCCE revision tour.

arrived from Ohio late in the day, so it was around 5 p.m.
when she was finally ready to start work. Winter was
lingering late in central Virginia, and the chill air
encouraged a business-like procedure, with not much
inclination to chat. Karen described the experience as
being pretty much like a farm visit from your local vet.

If you want to show stallions or mares over the age of four
in an ANCCE show, they must have been revised. This is
Spain’s way of ensuring that the horses being shown—and
thus having appeal for breeding—are suitable to maintain
the conformational qualities sought to maintain the P.R.E.
breed. Revision can only be done for a horse that is
already “inscribed”—registered in the Spanish studbook
within six months of birth—and is at least three years old.
The vet from Spain—Dr. Alexandra Gomez Abella—
was on a two-week tour (including something like 200
horses in California!) that provided only two days off. She

Dr. Abella came with forms in hand for each horse,
which had to have made a reservation with ANCCE. In
fact, each form was preprinted with information about the
horse and owner, including a bar code to ensure the
form’s authenticity and the horse’s microchip number to
verify the identify of the horse being examined.
The examination itself involves a very detailed set of
measurements, beginning with the height at the withers
where the vertebrae just begin to descend. From there,
measurements proceed with length of scapula, width of
chest, height of space under the sternum, depth of chest,
perimeter of thorax, perimeter of knee, perimeter of
cannon bone, and length of shoulder. There are seven
features that can immediately disqualify a horse:
• One testicle not descended (monorchid).
• Neither testicle descended (cryptorchid).
• An excessive or fallen crest.
• An inverted or ewe neck.
• Under minimum height—1.52 m (15 hands) for a
stallion and 1.50 m (14-3 hands) for a mare.
• Features clearly not breed prototype, such as a dished
face, which the vet must describe on the form.
All except the first two can apply to either a mare or a
stallion. The process takes about 15 minutes per horse.
Disqualifying features, if any, are photographed for
documentation. This is not a rubber-stamp procedure—
there is no guarantee that your horse will pass. In fact, one
of the horses from North Carolina was disqualified due to
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a fallen crest. The
completed forms, like
the one at left, are
sent to ANCCE in
Spain, and those
horses that qualify
have their cartas
stamped “Apto” (for
stallions) or “Apta”
(for mares). In order
for offspring to be eligible for the studbook, both of its
parents must have passed revision.
This article is not intended to be an exhaustive
explanation of revision, but it should help take some of
the mystery out of the process, through the experience of
one of ERAHC’s members. Much of the second-hand
information on the Internet is out of date, so if you want to
learn more, it is best to go straight to the source: the
ANCCE website (http://ancce.es) and the United States
P.R.E. Association, whose website (http://usprea.com)
provides updates, forms, support, and contact information
for LG-ANCCE (Spanish studbook management) in Miami.
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Bombproofing 101
By Jeanne Bond
In April, Zaire (Zeke—my seven-year-old Lusitano gelding)
and I spent a weekend at what was advertised as a despooking clinic. Since we have been dealing with some
trust issues—i.e., he didn’t trust my leadership in scary
situations—I reasoned this would be a good experience for
both of us. The clinic was taught by Bill Richey, Director of
National
Mounted
Police Services, Inc.,
who teaches mounted
police teams all over
the country, as well as
civilians. A large piece
of his training is with
the mounted police
units that work the
New Orleans Mardi
Gras—where
horses
have to be literally
bombproof and willingly go anywhere they’re asked to go.
Bill has been working the Mardi Gras himself for over 25
years and has some amazing stories to tell, as you might
imagine.
The morning session of the first day was spent in
classroom instruction on how horses think, how they see,
and some basic training on effective lateral work. Once we
began riding in the afternoon session, we started with drill
work, working in single columns and columns of two,
doing some basic maneuvers. This got the horses
comfortable going together and got us riders focusing on
something other than just our own horses. Once we were
all going smoothly as a team, Bill brought the first obstacle
into the arena—a bridge eight feet long and only 2-1/2 feet
wide—and directed us go in a single column over it. Even
though it was only about five inches high, most horses
(including Zeke) initially saw no good reason to go over
something that narrow in the middle of a nice big arena
when they could simply walk around it, although most
eventually got the hang of it fairly quickly. Zeke actually
did well with this because we have worked over bridges at
home and encounter many of them on the trails and in
Working Equitation, so it didn’t take long for us to walk
over it quietly. One just-off-the-track Thoroughbred didn't
want anything to do with the bridge, however, and since
the rider wasn't very confident, Bill offered to take him
over it. Within about five minutes he had him walking
across quietly. His approach was one of persistent urging;
no force was ever used, but once the horse was aimed at
the obstacle, there could be no turning away. The horse
could stop and think, but if he moved in any direction
other than forward, he was urged to go in the appropriate
direction. Bill told us to think of the horse’s ears as the rear
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sights on a pistol and keep the “target” between the ears at
all times.
Once all the horses (there were 11) had the bridge
mastered to the point that it was not an issue, Bill
introduced the next obstacle: a tarp on the ground. It was
interesting to see over the weekend which horses had
aversion to which obstacles—it varied quite a bit. Some
horses didn’t like the tarp; some had no issue with it
whatsoever. Zeke was having no part of the tarp, and
although he wasn’t the only one to say “no” to the tarp
initially, he was the clearly one who said “no” the longest.
Because we weren’t able to get even close to it, I finally
got off him and tried to lead him to it. He bolted away
from me two different times. Zeke is a powerful horse and
can be very reactive; I just wasn't strong enough to hold
him when he decided to get out of Dodge. So Bill took him
in hand and worked with him, and after about 30 minutes,
he finally had him stepping over the tarp. When I got back
aboard, Bill led us over the tarp a couple of times, and
then we were able to follow other horses over it with much
better success.
So on we went to other obstacles, both physical as
well as sensory (lights, sounds, smells), each one added in
measured steps, with the horses being given time to adjust
and accept the obstacle before adding something new. By
the end of the day all of the horses were quietly walking
through a series of obstacles now set very close together: a
“car wash” (hanging strips of tarp), over the bridge, through
a strange sort of fingered gate using pool floats, over a
sheet of plywood, through a curtain, and around a police
vehicle with a siren going full blast and lights flashing, all
while a smoke canister was filling the arena with bright
orange smoke. And that was just the first day!

We started the second day with many of the same
obstacles and with some others added, including a teetertotter. Zeke did it all—in the smoke and the noise—but
right from the start was adamant about not going back over
the tarp, regardless of the progress made the day before. I
did want to get this issue resolved before we came home,
so I asked Bill to step in again. This time in the saddle, after
another 30 minutes, he was able to get Zeke to touch the
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tarp on the corners but not through the middle. Again,
there was no force used—Bill just persistently, quietly
asked him to move to the tarp. One byproduct of this
endeavor was a lot of practice with lateral movement—I
have no idea how many laps Zeke made around that tarp
going sideways with his ears aimed at the target. At some
point he must have figured out that it would be a lot easier
to just go straight over than all the sideways effort.
After the lunch break Bill worked with Zeke some
more and finally had him walking over the tarp quietly. So
when I got on, he walked over quietly for me for the first
six or so laps of the arena but then said "no" again on the
seventh. This time I had his number though—I not only
knew the drill, I also knew that he knew what was
expected of him. And I knew what to expect in the way of
his resistance and reaction—this was a particularly
important piece of information for me. I kept him aimed at
it, insisted he go forward, and after a minute or two, he
decided to walk quietly over it. He tried me several more
times during the day but gave in more easily each time.
We were definitely making progress. Before the day was
out, we were squeezing over the tarp at the same time with
our teammate, a doublewide spotted draft horse!
One of the neatest things we did as a team was to
approach the police vehicle (with lights and siren going) in
a column of two, horses going on each side, turning 180
degrees, and then escorting the vehicle across the arena—
two horses leading, two horses bringing up the rear, and
horses on each side doing shoulder-in facing the vehicle.
This maneuver, called an “extraction,” is used when a
mounted unit has to go into a crowd to help an emergency
vehicle get through. We practiced this, like all the other
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obstacles, in stages—starting with the vehicle at a
standstill, with each step progressing to something more
difficult, so that at the end of the exercise, each of the
horses could handle any position. I was especially proud of
Zeke in this maneuver—we had the right flank protected,
doing the nicest shoulder-in down the arena with his nose
inches away from the vehicle’s window.
By the end of the weekend we had not just walked
through smoke, we had actually walked through fire. Bill
put a narrow line of gasoline on the ground and lit it, and
we walked through flames about six to eight inches high.
Just amazing! And the last exercise was having the horses
stand still while a gun was fired. Zeke flinched each time
but stood his ground.
It was all just an incredible experience. Zeke and I
both learned a lot about trusting each other in difficult
situations. The instructor said several times that a horse as
stubborn as Zeke actually makes a great police horse—
once they decide you're the one in charge, they will be
just as stubborn about sticking with you through anything. I
found those words encouraging.
At home we haven’t had a chance to get out on the
trails yet to test our new obstacle skills, but there is a big
difference in our work in the arena and out in the fields.
Zeke has a new, improved attitude about things. He
responds to the very lightest touch now, with no
“discussion” about where to go or whether or not we
should canter. I just literally whisper the request, and he’s
there with me. It’s just the way it should have been all
along—if I had been a better leader for him all along. I
believe if he could have written this article, he would be
telling you about how pleased he is at my improvement.
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What’s so different? The pattern for most ANCCE
morphology classes is provided on the next page. Unless
the judge asks for something different, this is how you will
present your horse. At first glance, the IALHA and ANCCE
patterns seem similar, but there are some significant
differences. Perhaps the most obvious distinction is that
the ANCCE pattern requires all three gaits to be
performed. This suggests that, although the trot is the
showiest gait for the P.R.E., the Spanish consider the walk
and canter of substantial importance in judging both
conformation and movement. The exception is that cobras
perform only walk and trot; and colts and fillies (three and
under) also do not perform the canter, but must exhibit an
extended trot after the half turn. Exempting young horses

from cantering also solves the issue of not wanting to do
too much longeing with a young, unbalanced horse.
The Spanish presentation involves a lot more time
walking horses after the judging begins. (Please note that
there is often more than one judge involved in a Spanish
competition, but there is usually just a single judge at U.S.
competitions.) The judge initially watches the horses walk
in file around the arena as few as one and as many as
three circuits, as he or she requests. Then as each horse is
presented individually, the judge watches as each one
walks the full length of the arena centerline.
Although the walk is performed in all types of halter
presentations, Americans tend to walk too close to their
horses. How to overcome this was discussed in the article
on IALHA halter presentation (Spring 2011 issue of Hoof
Prints), but insecure horses tend to walk too closely to
their handlers, and even the most well trained horse can
at times feel insecure. Should your horse want to do this
during your presentation, the best course is to just make
sure you keep a slack lead line so that your horse can still
walk forward freely. Don’t fuss with him! It will ruin his
walk and most likely make him even more insecure. In
addition, look straight ahead; looking at your horse invites
him in. And make sure you are walking in front (or near
the front) of his shoulder, to prevent him trying to cross in
front of your line of travel. (It’s a fine line between
positioning yourself for control and being in position to
signal for a halt. This may need a lot of practice.) If he
does cut in front of you, let him walk in a circle around
you once and continue your previous direction of walk.
Okay, now comes the hard part: the canter. The
pattern requires you to transition directly from a walk to a
canter. Not easy with any horse, nevertheless a four-yearold, although they can most certainly do so when
spooked.
Although a few steps of trot to transition from walk to
canter are acceptable, the walk/canter transition provides
a wonderful opportunity to display your horse’s
impulsion. And such a “jump start” can also help your
horse maintain his canter, since he wasn’t thinking about
“trot” yet—an important consideration since you must
have him maintain the canter for four circles. So how do
you accomplish this transition? Practice. You can’t expect
to just take your horse in the ring and accomplish a good
presentation without preparation. You need to decide on a
cue, whether your voice, body, or whatever, although I
would prefer a subtler signal for show, and it seems more
in accord with the principle of “less is more.” Horses that
are not required to canter can just make a simple halfcircle turn at the trot (see The Un-dreaded Turn below).
ANCCE rules also permit a “trailer” to be present, which is
especially important in helping younger horses make the
walk-to-canter transition. (The attire requirements for
handlers described below also apply to trailers.)
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Traditional Spanish Presentation of the P.R.E. for
Morphology (Halter) Classes
By C. M. Stockton
Before beginning to write this article, I began a search on
the Internet for illustrations of Spanish handlers with
horses in halter competition. There were plenty of horses,
but the handler was almost never to be seen—he or she
was just “out of the frame.” In fact, this is the essence of
Spanish-style halter presentation. It has much more in
common with longeing than it does with the halter
presentation most Americans are familiar with. About the
only time the handler is within five feet of the horse is at
the walk or standing still, and even then the handler stays
as far as possible from the horse. The result is that the
motion of the horse is never impeded—and—the handler
does not get in the way of the judge’s view of the horse.

If you read the article on IALHA-style halter
presentation of Spanish and Portuguese horses, you know
that these goals are the same for both styles. (If you have
not read that article, I suggest you download the spring
issue of Hoof Prints from www.erahc.org and do so. It will
help you through this article.) So where are the
differences? What follows applies to the 2011 ANCCE
rules and applies only to P.R.E. horses. (An article on
halter presentation of the P.S.L. horse is in preparation,
and Lusitano specialty classes with a Portuguese judge
will be held at this year’s ERAHC Classic.)
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After your horse has completed four canter circles,
then you need to get him straightened out and into a trot
for the full length of the arena. After four circles at canter,
most horses are more than willing to transition down, so
you shouldn’t have much trouble with this part if you just

practice it a few times. The Spanish handlers are very,
very good at this, so Spanish judges will expect it in halter
classes—just one more good reason (other than showing
off your horse nicely) to plan well ahead to have your
horse ready.

ANCCE Halter Presentation pattern
(from 2011 Rules and Regulations, Chapter XI, Articles 77 through 80; numbers added below for reference)

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Upon entering at walk, and once inside, horses shall
abstain from trotting or cantering, or warming-up
Once all the horses have entered the arena, the Arena
Steward shall place them, by number, along one of the
sides of the arena.
Once the arena has been closed…All horses, in number
order, shall make from 1 to 3 rounds at walk, the number
depending on the criteria of the judges.
Once this has taken place, they shall line up along one
of the sides of the arena.
They shall subsequently go out in walk, one by one,
from the end closest to where they are standing.
They shall go down the center line and…
…having reached the end, perform four (4) circuits at
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canter, in the sections where this task is to be performed
(mares, stallions and geldings), and…
8. …subsequently at trot to the other end of the arena,
equally through the center line.
9. There, the horse must make a half-circle, to return at trot
and halt in the center.
10. Once halted in the center of the arena, the judges
proceed to judge, using the appropriate score sheet.
11. The Arena Steward shall ensure that all the judges have
finished their judging and, should they have done so,
indicate the handler that he/she may leave the center of
the arena.
12. The horse shall then be placed in the last place in the
line
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This series of photos illustrates the walk-to-canter-to-trot sequence of a portion of the ANCCE presentation pattern for morphology
classes. In the first photo, the handler is finishing the initial walk down the centerline and beginning the transition to the canter
circle, moving the horse further from him. By photo 2—just a quarter-circle later—the horse has transitioned to a canter and
continues to move out away from the handler (photo 3), so that by the completion of the first circle (photo 4), the horse is at the
full length of the lead line. Although the circle is usually performed in only one direction, the next few photos show the handler here
turning the horse to reverse direction and display the quality of canter both ways. In photo 5, the handler shakes the lead line and
lowers it to slow the horse (photo 6), then gives a slight tug on the line (photo 7) to turn the horse to face him. Another shake on
the line (photo 8) finishes turning the horse and, with an artistic pass of the lead line over his head, the handler turns to face the
same direction as the horse (photo 9). The change of direction has positioned the handler on the horse’s near side so that, a halfcircle later, they are positioned to strike out into a trot down the length of the arena. The horse and handler maintain their distance
during the trot (photo 11) until they reach the far end, where the handler again manipulates the lead line (photo 12) to begin their
turn to return to the center to stand. This and other presentations can be seen at www.sicab.tv.
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The Un-dreaded Turn. For those of you who struggle with
the sporthorse-style turn, the good news is that you don’t
need this for Spanish-style presentation. After you have
trotted your horse the full length of the arena (or less, if
directed by the judge), trot him around you in a half circle
and return to the centerline to trot straight to the judge
and halt. As with the IALHA pattern, be sure you aim the
horse (not you) at the judge. The judge will step out of the
way if he thinks your horse is going to run over him,
which is unlikely. As any good horse whisperer can tell
you, there is a way a person can stand in front of an
approaching horse that will keep the horse away, and
judges learn this trick early in their careers.

Tack and Attire. The
English translation of
the 2011 rules says
that the “horses shall
be
presented
in
presentation bridles or
those
with
lined
Spanish
nosebands
only,” except that
“only in the case of
mares in sections 7
and above, may a
head-collar be used.”
The word “bridle” in

the English version of the 2011 rules is misleading; older
translations of the rules have it as “halter.” I have never
seen a P.R.E. horse presented in-hand in a bridle, except
in a sport horse class. In the Spanish-language version, the
rules state “…con cabezadas de presentación o serretón
forrado” and “el cabezón de cuadra.” A “cabezada” is
simply a headstall, not a bridle. The word must be
modified further to indicate what type headstall it is. A
“cabezada de presentación” is a halter and does not have
a bit. Instead, it has a chain restraint beneath the chin (see
above). A “cabezada de serreta” is a halter with a toothed
metal noseband, traditionally used only for stallions. Show
rules (and good sense) require that the metal noseband be
covered or lined (“forrado”), with smooth leather;
sometimes a sheepskin
cover is added. For
presentation,
the
noseband has a single
“pilar” or post with a ring
to attach the lead (see at
right). “Cabezada de
cuadra” refers to a
grooming halter, which
can be any material, but
for presentation must be
leather.
All other artificial aids (including boots and bandages)
and decorations are not permitted, and the mane and tail
may not be braided for halter classes. The 2011 rules
specify that only “colorless hoof-grease is allowed.”
Among decorations, the rules mention ribbons, but as the
Spanish presentation halter traditionally includes a ribbon
browband (frontalera) with or without rosettes
(escarapela), it seems that this is allowed. However, it also
seems that the decorative (or any, for that matter)
browband has fallen out of favor, because few of the
horses I watched in the SICAB 2010 videos were wearing
these.
The Spanish clip is an integral part of the traditional
Spanish presentation of mares, yearlings, and foals—so
much so that it is not even mentioned in the ANCCE rules.
Only stallions and colts (two and over) are shown with the
mane and tail unclipped. It is an unwritten rule that is
simply never broken in Spain. Details of these clips would
constitute an entire article, and there is much in writing
and video about how to do these clips correctly, so I will
say no more on the subject here. However, it is expected
that horses entered at the ERAHC-ANCCE show be
presented in accordance with this tradition. Not doing so
could raise more than one eyebrow, especially for the
Spanish judge. The only acceptable exception would be a
mare that is being ridden in competition (extremely rare in
Spain) that requires braiding.
It is permitted to carry a whip, which may be no more
than 1.80m long including lash, per the 2011 rules. The
2005 rules specify a maximum of 1.50 m (59.005 inches)
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Stand and Be Judged. The “pose” you would like for your
horse is no different for Spanish-style presentation than it
is for IALHA halter classes. Details of this are in the
previous article, so I won’t go into it again here. One
consistent feature I have noticed in the standing
presentation done by Spanish handlers is that there is a
strong emphasis on getting the horse to stretch his neck up
and forward, with the result that the horse’s nose is lifted.

To me this is reminiscent of Arabian horse presentation,
despite the four-square position of the horse’s feet. It
seems to be a strong recent trend and, if SICAB is anything
to go by, is accompanied by the virtual disappearance of
the serreta. Even stallions are being shown in what I used
to hear referred to as a “mare halter,” with a lightly
padded noseband and a chain under the chin.
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for the whip and 70 cm (27.56 inches) for the lash.
Attire for Spanish handlers is somewhat more
stringent than it is for Americans, with the 2011 specifying
that the attire must be the country short suit or dressage
attire, with regional attire permitted if approved in
advance by the show committee. (Watch ERAHC’s
website for the guidelines from the ERAHC-ANCCE
Organizing Committee.) The 2005 rules are somewhat
less specific, with “show clothing defined by each Show
Committee.” Neither, however, permits any commercial

logos, brand names, breeder designations, or other
distinguishing marks.
See You at the Shows! I hope this has taken some of the
mystery out of what goes on at Spanish morphology
classes. I recommend visiting www.sicab.tv to watch
presentations. With more ANCCE classes being held in the
U.S. than ever before, and ANCCE-sanctioned classes
planned for this year’s IALHA national championships too,
it’s a great year to jump in with all six feet.

CLASSIFIED ADS
SERVICES AVAILABLE

HORSES FOR SALE
“Luminoso” – 2004 15.3h gray PRE Andalusian gelding.
Currently schooling at 1 level. Sire Gaucho III competed Grand
Prix. Others available. Contact Karen Lewis at 540-456-8520.
Photos and video at www.usprehorse.com.
st

For Sale. Registered Half-Andalusian filly. Sire: Jalifa: registered
PSL Lusitano with two dressage reserve championships with
USDF at 2 and 3 level. He is a direct son of the Gold Medalist
Zimbro II in the Portuguese Stud Book. Jalifa was also the Senior
Champion of the ERAHC PSL classes for seven years. The filly
has been in a professional preschool program for manners and
for social and hygienic behavior (that is, vet, blacksmith,
worming, grooming, trail leading, tying, and blanketing). Asking
$1,500. Willing to do payments without interest. Contact Linda
Denniston, Cedar Rowe Lusitanos: 301-447-6240 or e-mail:
nd

rd

Starting Young Horses. If you need help starting your young
Andalusian or Lusitano horse, why not come to someone who
has years of experience with these kinds of horses? Training
available with all disciplines in mind, including dressage,
eventing, and doma vaquera. For more information, contact
Karen Lewis, S&S Stables, 540-546-8520.
CLINICS

Wendy Murdoch, author of “Simplify your Riding,” is offering
a one-day clinic at Windhorse International on Saturday, June
25 , in Bethlehem, CT. The clinic will touch on a variety of
modalities to help riders understand whole-body coordination
and the Murdoch Method. For more information, contact Sharon
Knies at 203-710-5809 or sknies@windhorseinternational.com.
th

Working Equitation Clinic
Beneﬁtting Hackney’s Hope Therapeutic Riding Program
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Working Equitation Notebook—Thoughts on Transitions
By Pam Cohen
Being mindful of your transitions for success in the Ease of
Handling phase of Working Equitation will earn maximum
points.
Let’s be honest. We all go on YouTube to watch the
Working Equitation European championships. When those
advanced horses canter into the corridor, come to a halt,
ring the bell, reinback, and then canter off to the next
obstacle, we go “Wow! I want to do that, too.” The reality
is that those horses have mastered their balance and are
performing the movements that each obstacle requires
with collection. For most of us, we are working our way
towards collection. However, being mindful of transitions
will improve your horse’s balance, which is also
preparation for achieving collection.
Good transitions do not just happen—they are
prepared. And being aware of what is expected at your
WE level will help. At all levels, your transitions should be
clear and calm. This shows harmony between horse and
rider. Accuracy is also very important. At the Introductory
and Novice levels, transitions are made through the walk,
and a good rule of thumb is no more than four strides of
walk before reaching an obstacle. At Preliminary level, the
goal should be minimal strides of trot in order to transition
from canter into the walk or halt, and for Intermediate, the
least number of walk strides to make simple canter
changes of lead and to transition before an obstacle. For
Advanced, too many walk steps before an obstacle or into
a halt can lower your score. The same applies to departing
from an obstacle. You want to proceed immediately into
the trot or canter to the next obstacle.
A transition is a change from what you and your horse
were doing to something new. Transitions are not just
something you need to do to be accurate in competition;
they should be part of your daily practice. You can find
opportunities to practice all kinds of transitions every time
you work with your horse. The more you think about what
a transition can do, the more aware you will become.
Your awareness should expand to your position and to the
aids you need to give your horse. You need to be creative

with your transitions while practicing; don’t just use the
dressage test and obstacles to set them up.

Creating transitions during a session in which you are
working to improve a gait will be like a fresh new idea on
the subject. Think out of the box. A transition can be
created anywhere in a movement—better yet, throughout
a series of movements during a practice session. Also,
transitions will help your horse stay focused on you and
help him stay with you to get the job done. The biggest
benefit of transitions is the opportunity to set up rebalancing yourselves and getting the “hindquarters
engine” a little more in gear.



Working Equitation, and
she will be “running” the
Working Equitation classes
at this year’s ERAHC
shows. So, when you see
Jeanne at the show this
year, take a moment to
give her your thanks for
helping to make ERAHC
look so good and run so
smoothly.

Kudos!
This issue’s “kudos” go to Jeanne Bond and the rest of the
ERAHC show com-mittee for a wonderful job on this
year’s prize lists. Most people have no idea what hard
work this is, so when we received the following from the
USEF, I thought it deserved special recognition: “Thank
you for putting together a quality prize list. We truly
appreciate your time and efforts! FANTASTIC JOB!!!!!”
(USEF’s capitals and punctuation, not mine.) Our show
secretary, Sue McKeown, said she has “NEVER seen
comments like this one.” Jeanne has also been heavily
involved with the development of ERAHC’s rules for
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—C. M. Stockton, Editor
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2011 ERAHC Year - End Award Program
ERAHC is again offering a Year-End Award Program to our members. First place will receive a trophy and the remaining
places (2nd through 6th) will receive a large tri-color rosette. These winners will be recognized in the newsletter, the general
membership meeting, and on the website.
Last Year’s Trophy Inscribed:
ERAHC 2010
Year End Champion
Division XX

To earn points, your horse must be properly recorded with IALHA as pure Spanish, pure
Portuguese, pure Spanish/Portuguese, or Half Andalusian. A copy of the horse’s
registration papers must be included with the nomination application. The exhibitor or
owner/lessee must be a current member in good standing of ERAHC for the year.
Participants must submit a Nomination Form on or before their first competition or leisure trail
riding. This will then denote the start of recording your points. All Show Records and Trail
Logs must be received by November 30, 2011 to count for that year. Horse and rider or
handler combination must remain the same for the year.
A horse may be nominated for a fee of $25 per division. There is a flat fee of $50 if nominating
in two or more divisions. Exhibitors will keep track of their own scores/points for the year on
the Show Record and Trail Log sheets provided by ERAHC.
Categories may be split into Andalusian/Lusitano and Half Andalusian if there are more than 6
participants in a division. Categories may also be split into Open, Amateur, and Junior
exhibitors if there are 6 or more participants within a division.
Award Divisions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: Introductory Level (Walk/Trot)
USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: Training & First Level
USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: Second thru Fourth Level
USDF Recognized Dressage Shows: FEI Level
Unrecognized Dressage Shows: All levels
USDF Sport Horse In-hand
USEF Recognized Halter Horse: Andalusian/Lusitano
USEF Recognized Halter Horse: Half Andalusian
Unrecognized Shows: Halter Horse
USEF/USEA Recognized Shows: English disciplines – Hunters (on the flat or over fences), Jumpers, Combined
Training, Horse Trials, Saddle Seat, etc.
Unrecognized Shows: English disciplines (same as Division 10)
USEF/USEA Recognized Shows: Western disciplines – Western Pleasure, Western Equitation, Reining, Speed
(barrels and pole bending)
Unrecognized Shows: Western disciplines (same as Division 12)
Recognized/Unrecognized Performance Division: Classes not listed above, e.g., driving, Doma Vaquera,
gymkhana/games, competitive trail, Working Equitation.
Leisure Trail Riding: Based on miles logged on the trail

Forms and additional information—including scoring—are available on the ERAHC website: www.erahc.org
Make nomination checks payable to ERAHC. Send all nomination and recording forms to:
ERAHC Year-End Awards
Rosalie Wenckoski
55830 Winding Hill Road
Bellaire, OH 43906
740-676-6271
rwenckoski@1st.net

It isn’t too late to get started! The ERAHC and other shows are still ahead!
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2011 ERAHC RAFFLE
The Eastern Region Andalusian Horse
Club is having a 50/50 Raffle, sponsored by Old

Stonehouse Farm, and only 300 tickets are
available at $25 apiece. You do not need to be a
member of ERAHC to participate. The winner of the
raffle will get half the total money received, which could be as much as $7,500—up to
$3,750 for the raffle winner and $3,750 for ERAHC. And with only 300 tickets available,
that means you have a 1-in-300 chance to win, which beats the state lottery by a mile.
There also will be some runner-up prizes, yet to be determined. The winner will be
drawn at the Exhibitors’ Party on Saturday, July 23rd, at the ERAHC Region 6 Show. You
do not need to be present to win.
To purchase tickets:
Contact Sarah Gately Wilson at 570-897-6895 or sarah@oldstonehousefarm.com
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